Assuming that the observed Higgs-like resonance at the Large Hadron Collider is a technicolor isosinglet scalar (the technicolor Higgs), we argue that the standard model top-induced radiative corrections reduce its mass towards the desired experimental value. We discuss conditions for the spectrum of technicolor theories to feature a technicolor Higgs with the phenomenologically required dynamical mass. We consider different representations under the technicolor gauge group, and employ scaling laws in terms of the dimension of the representation. We also summarize the potential effects of walking dynamics on the mass of the technicolor Higgs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have announced the discovery of a new boson with the approximate mass of 125 GeV [1, 2] . The observed decays to standard model (SM) di-boson pairs, γγ, ZZ * and WW * , are in rough agreement with those expected from the SM Higgs. Here we assume this state to be a scalar, as suggested by the observed decays into ZZ * and WW * [3] [4] [5] .
If new strong dynamics similar to technicolor (TC) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] underlies the Higgs mechanism, is it possible for the corresponding spectrum to feature a 125 GeV composite scalar? To answer this question we must disentangle the SM radiative corrections from the dynamical mass M TC H , i.e. the mass stemming purely from composite dynamics. Because of the large and negative radiative corrections from the top loop, we will argue that for a SM-like top-Yukawa coupling the dynamical mass of the scalar required to match the observations is of the order of M TC H ∼ 600/ √ N TD GeV, where N TD is the number of weak technidoublets. This is a significant increase in the value of the dynamical mass compared to the observed 125 GeV, often naively identified with the dynamical mass. Additionally, if the dominant decay channels are into SM states, then for a physical mass of 125 GeV the TC Higgs will be narrow simply because of kinematics. A similar example in strong dynamics is the f 0 (980) resonance, which is extremely narrow because the decay mode into KK is below threshold [11] . Furthermore, reduction of the TC-Higgs dynamical mass may originate from walking (or nearconformal) dynamics [12] , both for the fundamental or for higher-dimensional representations.
Walking dynamics is useful to alleviate the tension with flavor changing neutral currents, and to reduce the value of the S-parameter [13, 14] . The latter, however, is expected to vanish neither in conformal field theories [15] [16] [17] , nor in TC theories with near-conformal dynamics [18] . In the literature a light TC Higgs originating from walking-type dynamics is also known as technidilaton [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we set up an effective Lagrangian including the TC Higgs, the SM particles, and their interactions. We then compute the radiative corrections from the top quark and the SM gauge bosons to the TC-Higgs mass. In Sec. IV we analyze the scaling of the dynamical TC-Higgs mass as a function of the dimension of the representation, d(R TC ), and the number of technidoublets N TD , and show -taking into account the SM radiative corrections -which TC theories can give a physical TC-Higgs mass of 125 GeV.
We then turn to the possibility of alternative or additional reductions of the dynamical mass from walking dynamics. We argue that walking TC can accommodate a 125 GeV Higgs even for small values of d(R TC ) and N TD . Finally in Sec. V we offer our conclusions.
II. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO THE MASS OF THE TC HIGGS
We consider TC theories featuring, at scales below the mass of the technirho M ρ , only the eaten Goldstone bosons and the TC Higgs H. We assume the TC dynamics to respect SU(2) c custodial isospin symmetry, and adopt a nonlinear realization for the composite states. The latter are thus classified according to linear multiplets of SU(2) c : the electroweak Goldstone bosons π a , with a = 1, 2, 3, form an SU(2) c triplet, whereas the TC Higgs is an SU(2) c singlet. The elementary SM fields are linear multiplets of the electroweak group. The Yukawa interactions of the TC Higgs with SM fermions are induced by interactions beyond the TC theory itself, e.g. extended technicolor (ETC) [7, 8] .
Assuming that the only non-negligible sources of custodial isospin violation are due to the Yukawa interactions, and retaining only the leading order terms in a momentum expansions, leads to the effective Lagrangian
where L SM is the SM Lagrangian without Higgs and Yukawa sectors, the ellipses denote Yukawa produced by the breaking of the electroweak symmetry, U = exp i2π a T a /v , with covariant
2T a are the Pauli matrices, with a = 1, 2, 3, and V[H] is the TC Higgs potential. ∆S is the contribution to the S parameter from the physics at the cutoff scale, and is assumed to vanish in the M ρ → ∞ limit. The interactions contributing to the Higgs self-energy are
The tree-level SM is recovered for
We divide the radiative corrections to the TC Higgs mass into two classes: external contributions, 
where F Π is the TC-pion decay constant, and the cutoff is identified with the technirho mass, or is a constant if the cutoff is of the order of 4πF Π . Provided r t is also of order one, the dominant radiative correction is due to the top quark.
For instance, if F Π = v, which is appropriate for a TC theory with one weak technidoublet, then
In Fig. 2 we plot the mass of the TC Higgs as a function of the product κ r t using the formula
. This is obtained in the simple approximation of neglecting the weak gauge boson contributions, and having set to zero the counterterm in (4) . This shows that the dynamical mass of the TC Higgs can be substantially heavier than the physical mass, M H 125 GeV.
III. ESTIMATES OF THE TC HIGGS COUPLINGS TO GAUGE BOSONS AND FERMIONS
In the previous section we used an effective Lagrangian approach to disentangle the SM radiative corrections from the intrinsic value of the TC-Higgs mass stemming from the underlying pure TC dynamics. In this section we discuss the origin and size of the relevant effective couplings of the TC-Higgs to the SM fields. The natural values of these couplings are those used for the estimate above. In TC the couplings to the SM vector bosons and fermions have different origins and we discuss them in turn.
A. Couplings to SM gauge bosons
The couplings of a TC-Higgs to SM vector bosons have been studied in e.g. [3, 23, 24] . To see that these couplings are expected to be similar to those of the SM Higgs, consider the relevant SM
where the w fields correspond to the longitudinal component of the massive SM gauge bosons.
A similar Lagrangian term is used to describe the decay of the QCD f 0 (500) (also known as the σ) state into pions. It is sufficient to replace ω → π and 1/v → g σππ . To determine the overall coefficient of this operator a fit of this coupling to pion-pion scattering data has been performed in e.g. [11] finding that g σππ ∼ 1/200 MeV −1 which is of the order of 1/ f π . Therefore in the simplest TC models where the technipion decay constant is identified with the electroweak vev v, we find that the coupling of the TC Higgs to the longitudinal components of the SM gauge bosons is indeed of the order 1/v. In particular, when gauging the TC theory under the electroweak interactions we then find, as in the SM, r π ∼ 1.
B. Couplings to fermions
The couplings of a TC Higgs to SM fermions arise from interactions beyond TC. Several extensions of TC have been suggested in the literature to address the problem of fermion mass generation. Some of the extensions use additional strongly coupled gauge dynamics [7, 8] others introduce fundamental scalars [25] . Many variants of these schemes exist and a review of some are given in [26] .
Here we assume that the couplings to SM fermions arise from an unspecified ETC model 1 yielding, at the electroweak scale, the following relevant four fermion operator
We restrict to the top quark and have:
Here we are evaluating the technifermion condensate at the electroweak scale and r t naturally represents the overlap of the scalar state with the fermion-antitermion TC operator. The requirement that this 4-fermion operator provides the full SM fermion mass implies that the TC Higgs Yukawa interactions will be proportional to m f as it is for the SM Higgs interactions. In a strongly coupled theory with a single scale r t must be of order unity.
We can compute r t explicitly when the TC Higgs state H is identified with a Techni-dilaton (TD) because one hasQQ = Q Q e −(3−γm)H F TD U , with F TD the TD decay constant and γ m the anomalous dimension of the technifermion mass operator, e.g. [20, 29, 30] .
IV. THE DYNAMICAL MASS OF THE TC HIGGS
In QCD the lightest scalar is the σ meson (also termed f 0 (500) in PDG), with a measured mass between 400 and 550 MeV [31] in agreement with early determinations [11] . Scaling up two-flavor [32, 33] . We then discuss possible effects of walking dynamics on M TC H , which are not automatically included in the geometric scaling. Taking into account the SM induced radiative corrections discussed in Sec. II, we argue that TC can accommodate a TC Higgs with a physical mass of 125 GeV, with or without effects from walking.
A. Geometric Scaling of the TC Higgs mass
We will consider at most two-index representations for TC matter, since at large N TC even higher representations loose quickly asymptotic freedom [34] . The relevant scaling rules are:
where F Π is the technipion decay constant, m TC is the dynamically generated constituent techniquark mass, and v = 246 GeV is the electroweak vacuum expectation value, which will be kept fix in the following.
The squared mass of any large N TC leading technimeson scales like:
The leading states for the fundamental (F) representation are fermion-antifermion pairs and in the case of the two-index representations are mesons containing any number of fermions [9, 35] . The normalization to three colors QCD can also be assumed for the two-index representations since the two-index antisymmetric (A) for three colors is exactly QCD and the two-index symmetric (S) at infinite number of TC colors cannot be distinguished from the antisymmetric one.
The mesonic states which are not leading at large N TC for the fundamental representation will decouple from the leading ones. Their scaling is
with p > 0 [9, 35] . Applying these general results to the F and the A representation gives the M TC H scaling formulae summarized in Tab. I.
The geometric scaling above can be compared to the dynamical mass of the TC Higgs required to fit the experiments once the electroweak corrections have been subtracted. Using (4) gives
The top contribution dominates for O(1) values of N TD and κr t . With this assumption the contribution of the gauge bosons can be neglected. Using (9) we estimate κr t , up to corrections due to the weak gauge boson exchange, to be
For the case in which κ is taken to scale likeκ/ d(R TC ) we get
For example, choosing N TD = 1 and the S representation with N TC = 3, we have that d(R TC ) = 6.
Using (12, 13) this gives κr t 1.5 (κr t 3.8).
In figure 3 we plot the required dynamical mass 
where ν H depends on the specific underlying theory. Using the second of (8) to relate . These include the technidilaton [19, 21, 22] , truncated SchwingerDyson equations [14, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , and computations in orientifold-like theories [53, 54] . Perturbative determinations of the conformal window have also shown to lead to a calculable dilaton state parametrically lighter than the other states in the theory [38, 55, 56] .
Albeit these reductions from walking dynamics are welcome, Fig. 3 shows that one does not need a large suppression of the TC Higgs (dilaton) mass from walking dynamics when the SM radiative corrections are taken into account.
C. Low energy constraints
Recent electroweak precision fits of the S, T, U parameters [57, 58] have been performed in e.g. [31, 59] . In [31] the Higgs mass window was chosen to be 115.5 GeV < m h,re f < 127 GeV with U = 0 fixed. In [59] , the Higgs and top masses were fixed at m h,re f = 126 GeV, m t,re f = 173 GeV.
The resulting fits give
The precision observables are here defined after subtracting the SM contributions. The S parameter contribution from physics beyond the SM is thus allowed to be as large as S 0.25, (0.35) within the 95 (99) % CL (S and T strongly correlated).
A difference with respect to the estimates of the precision observables for TC given in e.g. [58] is that the reference TC Higgs mass scale is 126 GeV and not the TeV scale after taking the top corrections into account. This has the effect of increasing the value of the experimental S parameter with respect to the earlier estimates for TC and allows for values of the S parameter closer to the ones stemming from minimal models of TC [21, 34, [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . The electroweak precision parameters have been recently studied in more detail in [18, 65] using the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (1).
We have also developed the formalism which makes use of the effective Lagrangian for the TC Higgs allowing to precisely link the intrinsic underlying contribution with the experimentally relevant precision parameters. Flavor changing neutral currents can be minimized by requiring the dynamics to be of walking type [12, 19, 66] .
D. A candidate model
As a candidate walking TC model we consider the Next to Minimal Walking Technicolor model (NMWT) [60] featuring technifermions transforming according to the sextet representation of SU(3) TC gauge group. For this theory the naive S-parameter is ∼ 1 π and the intrinsic TC Higgs mass from geometric scaling of QCD is in the range of 0.7 to 1 TeV. Therefore, in this theory a physical TC Higgs mass of 126 GeV would arise for κr t ∼ 1. The corresponding LHC phenomenology has been studied in e.g. [3, 23, 67] . To distinguish these models from a SM Higgs one can use the presence of additional resonances. In particular we expect new spin one resonances coupled to the TC Higgs itself that, e.g., modify the production of the Higgs in association with a SM gauge boson [3, 23] . Preliminary lattice results for this model [68, 69] indicate that the masses of the vector and axial spin one resonances are respectively M ρ 1754 ± 104 GeV and M A 1 2327 ± 121 GeV. These values of the spin one masses are within the discovery potential of the LHC [3, 23] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have argued that the observed Higgs mass at the LHC can be interpreted as a TC Higgs with a TeV scale dynamical mass. This is so since the SM top-induced radiative corrections reduce the TC Higgs dynamical mass towards the observed value. We used the phenomenologically motivated assumption that the TC Higgs coupling to the top quark is close to the SM value. In this scenario the next non-Goldstone technimesons to be discovered at the LHC have a mass of the order of two to three TeV.
We then investigated the general conditions for the TC spectrum to feature the isosinglet scalar to be identified with the TC Higgs. We reviewed geometric scaling laws in SU(N TC ) gauge theories, using two-flavor QCD and the σ meson as reference. Higher-dimensional representations such as the two-index symmetric and the two-index antisymmetric feature a TC Higgs whose dynamical mass decreases as N TC grows. We showed that this leads to a TC-Higgs dynamical mass compatible with a 125 GeV physical mass already for small values of N TC .
Finally we also reviewed the potential effects on the TC Higgs properties from walking dynamics and argued that they do not need to be large for achieving a phenomenologically viable TC Higgs physical mass once the SM radiative corrections are taken into account. We also discussed a candidate model able to realize the scenario envisioned here with a preliminary prediction for the first vector-resonances based on lattice results. The crucial test of models realizing a light TC Higgs remains the presence of additional resonances whose mass scale cannot be much above 4πv 3 TeV -the highest natural scale for Technicolor.
